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Experience, Know-How and Passion

Advantages

SAMPLES

easy application

SOLID PRINTED COLOURS

100% adhesion to the wrapping film

LINES + DOTS

improved pack appearance

ONE COLOUR
TWO COLOURS

no wrinkles on the pack
less stoppage and maintenance
high tensile strength

THREE COLOURS
FOUR COLOURS
FIVE COLOURS
COLOUR GRADIENT
LOTTERY FRONT

Facts
width between 1.6 and 15.0 mm
length up to 20 km (bobbin) or 120 km (jumbo)

LOTTERY REVERSE
CARTON TAPE
MICRO PRINT
METALLIC + COLOUR

base film thickness between 26µ and 125µ

CLEAR HOLOGRAM

roto gravure (10 colours) and digital printing (4+1 colours)

HOLOGRAM

MOPP, PET and biodegradable base films

DE-METALLIZED
HOLOGRAM SILVER

dedicated Customer Service Team

DE-METALLIZED
HOLOGRAM GOLD

efficient and specialised production

OVI INK + MICROPRINT

HAVE A SMALL TALK WITH
YOUR CONSUMER
More and more customers worldwide are
requesting Tear Tapes with messages for
consumer communication to distinguish their
product from others. Now it is easier than ever
before to customise your Tear Tape. But are all
Tear Tapes created equally?
toptape® offers you new possibilities for an even
better communication with your consumers.
It provides you with a comfortable opening
functionality for a quick and easy access to the
product as well as an additional space to display
and promote your message. You will also benefit
from an outstanding visual appearance, excellent
adhesive properties, perfect quality and effective
added value for your brand-promotion.
It can be printed in up to 10 colours either in roto
gravure or digital printing on a variety of base
films like MOPP and PET with different thicknesses
available.
Our
state-of-the-art
technology
guarantees perfect runability on the packaging
lines in your production.

Besides the common colours and colour systems
we offer high gloss metallic and special effect
colour prints, brilliant holographic and demetalised options, UV-ink or security features like
micro print. Furthermore a wide range of overt and
covert features for sophisticated security solutions
are available. None of these additional features
have any influence on the runability of the Tear
Tape.
So forget about the message in a bottle. Talk with
your consumers. Talk to us first:
-

tanngermany@tanngroup.com
tannphilippines@tanngroup.com
tanncolombiana@tanngroup.com
tanncanada@tanngroup.com

